
Background

Army utility and cargo helicopters 
are scarce and impactful resources. 
Through the proper planning and 
execution of air assault and air 
movement missions, Army aviation 
provides ground force commanders 
a significant tactical advantage over 
the enemy. From the aviation units’ 
perspective, air assault mission 
planning usually incorporates a 
battalion-level effort, with a role 
for every staff planner and aviator 
executing the mission. Although 
lacking the same preeminent 
status of air assault planning, air 
movement operations comprise 
a majority of combat aviation 
operations in terms of volume of 
customers and endless appetite 
for rapid movement of troops 

across the battlespace. Moreover, 
air movement operations typically 
lack the same “all hands on deck” 
planning mentality of its more well-
known cousin. A proficient utility or 
cargo helicopter crew has the ability 
to arrive at mission brief hours 
prior to scheduled takeoff, receive 
their tasked air mission requests 
(AMRs) and sequence of stops 
from the aviation mission planners, 
complete the necessary planning, 
and execute the mission. Often, the 
aircrew is oblivious to the amount of 
effort required of aviation mission 
planners to efficiently task AMRs 
to helicopter teams and generate 
a rudimentary route (sequence 
of AMR execution) for each of the 
aviation unit’s aircraft teams.

With each crewmember’s flight time 
tracked by hour and type of mission, 
AMR planning can be a daunting 
task to weigh mission priorities, 

assign missions to flight crews, 
verify available routes, and conduct 
feasibility checks on possible 
execution schedules. In 2022, it 
is possible to quickly generate 
multiple solutions in near-real time 
that meet a specific commander’s 
intent and highlight the tradeoffs 
for decision-making. U.S. Army 
aviation, supported by academia 
or industry, should spearhead an 
effort to design a Soldier-friendly 
planning tool to empower units to 
more efficiently and effectively 
conduct these operations (Figure). 

Problem

An air movement is the “air trans-
port of units, personnel, supplies, 
and equipment, including air-
drops and air landings” (Office of 
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff, 2021, p. 12). Air move-
ments enable the ground force 
commander to sustain the tempo of 
operations, extend tactical reach, 
overcome complex terrain, and sus-
tain operations to maintain a posi-
tion of relative advantage over the 
enemy (Army Techniques Publica-
tion 3-04.1).1 Aviation units receive 
AMRs from supported units to move 
personnel and equipment. Current-
ly, aviation units use manual meth-
ods to resource and route the AMR 
demands. This manual process is 
time-/resource-consuming and pro-
duces suboptimal solutions. These 
inefficiencies often result in unsup-
ported AMRs, additional personnel, 
1You may access this publication via the 
Enterprise Access Management Service-Army 
with a valid common access card.

Army Aviation Air Movement 
Automation for the Mission Planner

Figure. Concept sketch to provide units with access to proposed automation (Nelson, 2021).

The 25th Infantry Division Lightning Academy conducts rappelling 
operations with Bravo Company, 3rd Battalion, 25th Aviation Regiment. 
CH-47s will be reintegrated into Lightning Academy’s Air Assault School 
next month. U.S. Army photo by MSG Lekendrick Stallworth
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increased maintenance, and sus-
tainment resource requirements, as 
well as undue additional risk to air-
crew and passengers. Ultimately, 
air movement planning inefficien-
cies put a greater resource bur-
den on aviation units and reduce 
lift capacity to the supported 
commanders at echelon.

Vision

Create an Army aviation air move-
ment mission planning model to as-
sist the mission planner by rapidly 
providing courses of action based 
on the commander’s priorities. 
The model will coordinate AMRs 
at the combat aviation brigade- or 
aviation task force-level to quickly 
generate feasible courses of ac-
tion that optimize helicopter fleet 
resourcing and routing decisions 
against mission variables such as: 
mission priority, terrain, aviation 
weather, and enemy air defense 
networks, while supporting the op-
timal number of AMRs that sustain 
combat power over time. 

Proposed Planning 
Model Features

Air Mission Request (Demand)

• Cargo/passenger requirement

• Initial and terminal locations
(can be multiple)

• Time window (possible
hard time)

• Priority (initial categories,
with human in the
loop adjudication)

• Special equipment
requirement (e.g., slings)

• Maximum passenger
flight time

• Scheduled demands
– Known 24–96 hours prior

• Unscheduled demands
– Added in transit or post-

routing (e.g., priority AMRs)

– Dropped in transit (e.g.,
no-show AMRs)

Area of Operations (Helicopter 
Landing Zone [HLZ] Network)

• Refueling nodes

• Ground time

• No-fly zones

• Known features (threat,
terrain, airport/forward
operating base closures, etc.)

• Probabilistic features
(restricted operating zone,
threat, weather, etc.)

Aircraft (Utility or 
Cargo Helicopters)

• Number of aircraft teams
with possible standby
teams for surge demand

• Capacity of each aircraft
(possibly mixed teams)

• Start and terminal
LZs (e.g., airfield)

• Fuel requirements

• Crew time windows

• Crew maximum flight hour
limitations (by flight mode)

• No land times (periods
of light transitions)

Conclusion

The Army has pivoted from con-
ducting counterinsurgency opera-
tions with air supremacy to training 
for large-scale combat operations 
(LSCO) in an integrated air defense 
system environment. In LSCO, Army 
aviation will have a new role to en-
hance combat capabilities in which 
air movement operations will con-
tinue to be instrumental. Ground 
force commanders will need large-
scale air movement operations to 
stage units and equipment prior to 
joint forcible entry (JFE). Post-JFE, 
air movement operations will be es-
sential in sustaining the tempo of 
operations over large distances and 

complex terrain. Army aviation air 
movement operations will continue 
to be relevant in future warfare.

The concept of the Army aviation 
air movement mission planning 
model is to enhance the mission 
planner’s capabilities and provide 
the aviation commander with 
solutions to maximize lift support 
to the supported commanders. 
Instead of spending hours allocating 
AMRs and routing aircraft teams 
to find a working course of action, 
the aviation mission planning 
model quickly generates multiple 
courses of action. The courses of 
action give aviation commanders 
options by trading off the number of 
teams used, flight hour distribution 
between teams, and the option 
to identify potential changes to 
AMRs that will reduce aviation 
resource requirements. These 
courses of action assist in aviation 
maintenance and aircrew flight 
hour planning, reduce planning and 
operational resources, and most 
importantly, expand the capabilities 
of the aviation unit. It is time for 
Army aviation to take the next step 
in automating Army aviation air 
movement mission planning.
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